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Scheme was, In fact, merely one of Debt Conversion. Holders
of annuities and Government Stock were to be given the
opportunity to exchange these for South, Sea Stock. On
the £31,000,000 now converted, plus £11,750,000, the
previous liability of the Government to the Company, the
Government would pay interest at the rate of 5 per cent.
for four years and afterwards at 4 per cent. For the privilege
of taking over the National Debt the Company would pay
the Government £7,567,000. The financiers of that day
would find little to alarm or surprise them in this scheme,
except perhaps the size of the conversion: it followed closely
on the lines of previous successful exchanges of Company
for Government Stock, and the principle of " engrafting "
(i.e., the taking over of the Stock of one concern by another)
was generally recognised and frequently employed.
The Government would gain the advantage of having only
one creditor instead of many, and though during the four
years it paid 5 per cent, interest it would lose £4,786 8s. 3d.
per annum or £19,145 55. in all, this was more than counter-
balanced by the receipt of over £7,500,000 from the Company.
After 1724, when it would pay only 4 per cent, interest, the
Government would gain £305,030 143. 2-|d. in addition to
£117,500 saved by reducing the interest on the £11,750,000
Stock already held by the Company from 5 to 4 per cent,1
1 Before the Scheme the Government's annual payments were:
Annuities:	£        s.   cL	£         s.    cL
99 and 96 years .. .. 667,705 8 i
Lottery of 1710 .. .. 40,670 8 o
9 per cent,	.. .. 81,000 o o
	789,375 16    i
Interest on Redeemable Debts :
£  s. d.
5% on 11,795,466 5 4 589i773 6 3
4% on 4,128,752 7 4 165,150 i 9
	.	       754,923    8    o
1,544*399    4    *  P«a.
After the Scheme the amount payable to the South Sea Company
would be:
1720-24; 5 per cent, on ^30,981,712 6s. 6d.=^1,549,085 123. 4$.
per annum, a loss of ^4,786 8s. 3d* per annum.
Subsequently 14 per cent, on ^30,981,71^65,6d.^=£i^gtz6B 93, xod.
per annum, a profit of ^305,030 143. 3d, per annum.
In addition, after 17^4, the Government would save i per cent, on
;£i 1,750,000 already owing to the Company,

